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The year is 2120 and control has been given 

to the AI due to the humans inability to 

recover from the 2020 pandemic & climate 

crisis. Because of  overpopulation, the AI  

sends humans to Valhalla once their physical 

abilities show signs of deterioration. Humans 

take pride in going to Valhalla. Rather than 

fear death, they are honored to contribute to 

restoring the Earth.  

Context
● Physical 

○ Urban, 100 years in the future, Spring, 

Utilitarian Society

● Emotional

○ Anxiety, Fear, Isolation, Pride

● Sensory

○ Smooth Surfaces, Clean, Minimal, Green 

Grass, Modern Architecture

● Historical

○ Democracy was eliminated in 2050. Laws 

are regulated by AI

● Memory

○ Telling the story of 2020 pandemic that 

led to handing control over to the AI

○ Telling the story of the downfall of 

Valhalla in 2120 that led to the demise of 

the AI



The story centers around Echo, a 47 year 

old female surgeon. Echo doesn’t have any 

children, but she has a close relationship 

with her brother Luca and his daughter. 

Characters
● Echo

○ Protagonist

● H2H 

○ Controlling Ai system present 

○ Each human is ported to H2H

● Tillow

○ Echo’s coworker. He believes it is an 

honor to be invited to Valhalla

● Yooly

○ Echo’s close friend. She lives in the same 

building as Echo. They have been friends 

for 20 years.

● Echo’s Niece

○ Connects the past and future of the 

story



From Echo’s perspective - a woman who 

feels alone in her views that doesn’t fit 

societal norms. She doesn’t understand 

how people can blindly accept death for 

the betterment of the Earth. She questions 

her beliefs. Is she selfish?

Perspective



Building Concepts



Building & AI Concepts



AI Concepts



Story Arc

01

Exposition
Echo is telling her niece the story of the 
2020 pandemic when the humans gave 

control to H2H. She sees Valhalla out the 
car window as she tells the story.

02

Inciting Incident
Echo gets the results from her doctor 

appointment and finds she has 
Parkinson’s. She knows this will send her 

to Valhalla. 03

Rising Action
Echo seeks affirmation that she is not 
alone in wanting to go to Valhalla. She 

meets a group of outsiders and they plot 
to infiltrate Valhalla. Together hey discover 

H2H’s alternative motives to eventually 
eliminate the human race.



Story Arc

04

Climax
Echo and the outsiders take down H2H’s 

central control system. They enter Valhalla 
for the first time.

05

Falling Action
Echo and the outsiders lead the humans 

to take control of their lives again.
06

Denouement
Cut to 50 years in the future when all 

technology has been eliminated from daily 
life as Echo’s niece tells the story of the 

downfall of Valhalla.
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